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Angela Pollak

A skilled trade is
an occupation characterized primarily by
on‐the‐job training, combined with classroom learning,
in very specific applied, mathematical, scientific
and often physical skills
which usually results in the production of a valuable
commodity or service intended for consumption
either by industry or consumers.
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“The Eyes of the Power Company”: Workplace information
Practices of a Vault Inspector

Modeling the information seeking of professionals:
A general model derived from research on engineers,
health care professionals, and lawyers
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Skilled
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Government

Parents

Students/

Unions

Youth

Apprentices

CNC Machining Industrial
Mechanics Millwright
Mechanical CADD
Mechatronics Precision
Machining Robotics Tool & Die
Machine Building

Mechanic Aircraft Maintenance
Autobody Repair Automotive
S i Heavy
H
E
i
Service
Equipment
Service Outdoor Power and
Recreation Equipment

Architectural Technology &
Design Brick Masonry

Electrical
Carpentry Automation &
g
Control Landscape Gardening
Plumbing Refrigeration Sheet
Metal Work Welding
Personal Support Worker,
Chef/Baking Cooking
Hairstyling/Barbering

2D and 3D Character Computer
Animation Electronics Graphic
Design Web Site Development
IT & Network Support IT Office
Software Applications TV &
Video Production
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Married male, age 65, father, grandfather.
Finished secondary education (grade 12) in 1964 at the age
of 21. His apprenticeship training took place between 1965
and 1969, and included college‐level work.
Jesse has his electrician’s license, his interprovincial
license, and his master’s license.
He holds additional qualifications in the repair and
maintenance of fire alarm systems.

Digitally recorded using an Olympus Voice Recorder
Analysis of the transcripts included:
•Transcription
•Rereading
•Developing themes
•Categorizing responses
Comparing results to literature review studies
•Comparing
•Making connections between responses and LIS
theory
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“Everything is abstract. You can’t touch a
wire and say oh, there’s power there. It can
kill you. So I discovered that there was no
way to do it except you’re going to have to
figure this out by yourself.”
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“I performing
f
i tasks
k (eg,
( writing
i i or speaking)
ki ) individuals
i di id l
“In
adopt a course of action that will expend the probable
least average of their work – the least effort.”
Donald O. Case
In Theories of Information Behavior, p 289

“My brother was, uh, uh, asked me…
I worked with him a little bit part
time,
i
and
d when
h I got out off high
hi h
school, the job was there. So I just
stepped into it. I didn’t have to go
looking for it. I didn’t want to be an
electrician. I didn’t set my goal at it.
I always wanted to be a mechanic.
But II’ve
ve been at it now since 1965.
1965 ”
Jesse
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“O
h decision
d i i iis made
d to seek
k information
i f
i from
f
“Once
the
an
external source, it is the direct, human source that is most
preferred. In analyzing the motives for source selection in
information seeking, Krikelas develops an order of
preference, with convenience, as opposed to accuracy,
being the underlying principle.”
Jean Henefer and Crystal Fulton
In Theories of Information Behavior, p 228

Employers/Coworkers

Friends & Family

* Clients/Suppliers *

Government (Inspectors)
Libraries
Lib i
Media
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‘ social
i l dilemma
dil
h actors seek
k a collective
ll i
‘a
occurs when
outcome, yet each actor’s narrow self‐interest rewards her
or him for not contributing to that group goal.’ The
prevailing assumption is that ‘the deficient equilibrium
will dominate in the absence of mechanisms that alter the
payoff structure’
Marc Smith
In Theories of Information Behavior, p 79

“...somebody called … the building
inspector in and there was two of them...
the head building inspector and his
assistant, and they came right on the job
h knew
k
l where
h
d
site. They
exactly
I was. And
they basically told me to get off the job
site, or they would call the police and
carry me off. One way or the other I‘m off
the job. And then the pressure was ‐ do I
continue on, or do I write my master’s
license? So two weeks later I wrote my
master’s license. I hit the code book hard
and heavy. And I did very well. It forced
my hand..”
Jesse
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“i a public
bli form
f
lif in
i which
hi h things
hi
i li i l
“is
off life
are implicitly
understood,” (Chatman, 1999, p 212) where members are
concerned with their small world, the creation and
support of social roles within that world, and information
that can be used there.”

Crystal Fulton
In Theories of Information Behavior, p 79

“There was nobody around that I
could, you know, ask for some help.
Because yyou could be looked at as not
being competent. You never know how
anybody would look at it. Supervisors
would laugh with you and laugh at you
behind your back. And uh, so
what I did then, I finally said, I either
start fixing or I have to go back to
construction.”
Jesse
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“
bli h d four
f
k
d
i
i k
“established
key concepts: secrecy, deception,
risk‐
taking, and situational relevance, each of which may be
invoked as self‐protective behaviors during the
information‐seeking process.”

Julie Hersberger
In Theories of Information Behavior, p 76

“So after four months that I was
there, I had a drawing from a nice
simple little piece of equipment, and
… I took it to who I thought was the
b electrician
l
h plant…
l
dI
best
in the
and
said to him, how do you start trouble
shooting this piece of equipment?
He never said a word to me. All he
did was take it up out of my hand,
and fold it nicely back up and
handed it right back to me.
me And he
said, nobody ever showed me, and I
don’t show anybody either.”
Jesse
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“In most cases, you didn’t go
anywhere.
You made your
y
y
mistakes. You got fired.
Sometimes you end up like me…
like a boxer in a boxing match…
punch drunk. You picked your
chin up and you carry on, and
said, let’s not do that next time.”
Jesse
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“E
b d kept
k
h
l
B that
h has
h now
“Everybody
to themselves…
But
changed. Now they have seen the light. The system is too
big. You have to be able to share. You have to be able to feel
not intimidated to call someone in for a helping hand. It’s
too big. You need more people.”
Jesse

“It’s a process. You keep
asking You get in their face
asking.
and you keep asking. Yeah,
you get ridiculed. “well, you
should know that.” You
know, but, yeah, I want to
know if you know! ...then as
they
h opened
d up more, I
opened up more.”
Jesse
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“When I started at the school
board, there was nothing I felt
intimidated with. Whether it
f
was a gas furnace
or an air
conditioning unit, or a power
problem. There’s nothing that I
felt I could not handle. I didn’t
really need anybody. I know
that I can outsource my
information other places.
places ”
Jesse

 Trades are portrayed as highly valued, well

respected, collegial, well paid, rich learning
environments and welcoming to newcomers
 The reality of this one particular tradesperson

highlighted some pretty serious information
obstacles, including secrecy, hostility, fear,
information hoarding,
hoarding and a lot of negative
reinforcement.
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Scientists and
Researchers

Professionals
(Leckie et al., 1996)

Skilled, but Non‐ Non‐
professional
Professionals
(Chatman, 1987)

(Leckie et al., 1996)

New knowledge
g
oriented

Service‐oriented

Oriented to
Physical
y
Physical Service or contribution (not
production
info based)

Theoretical
knowledge base

Theoretical
knowledge base

Knowledge based
in practice

Little or minimal
training

Formal, post‐
secondary
education

Formal, post‐
secondary
education

College level
training

Low status or
esteem

Communal
C
l
Qualities

Self‐governing
S lf
i
association

Regulated
R
l d
industry (i.e. red
seal trades)

Characterized
Ch
i d as
“dirty work”

Objective,
scientific method

Internally
developed codes
(ethics,
principles)

Imposed codes,
Low wages
average and better
wages

 I would put more effort

into understanding the
facets of the skilled
trades and exploring
them in the literature.
 I would not

underestimate the
value of time in the
editing process.
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did ’ want to b
l
i i
“I didn’t
be an electrician.
I
didn’t set my goal at it. I always
wanted to be a mechanic.
But I’ve been at it now since 1965.”
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